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Abstract 
Assertional knowledge captured by SemRep from MEDLINE citations could be overwhelming, 
unorganized, and of different level of granularity. The hierarchical relations from the UMLS 
Metathesaurus was used to cluster similar concepts, to estimate the information content of 
concepts to determine the most representative concepts for each cluster, and to aggregate 
information within a cluster. In this work, we analyze the effectiveness of using UMLS relations 
for the management of biomedical knowledge by applying this to the task of summarizing 
biomedical knowledge.  

1. Introduction

MEDLINE citations contain an overwhelming amount of biomedical knowledge, part of which 
has been captured by SemRep (Rindflesch, 2003 and 2005) and represented as subject-
predicate-object predications. This structured representation of knowledge is simple and 
compatible by design with similar relations from the UMLS Metathesaurus. By linking with the 
biomedical literature, this structure representation enables a variety of advanced applications, 
including information retrieval, abstractive summarization of biomedical literature (Fiszman, 
2009), literature-based knowledge discovery (Miller 2012), and clinical question answering 
(Chambliss, 1996; Demner-Fushman and Lin, 2007). However, several issues have hindered 
the using or managing those semantic predications from MEDLINE citations. As we understand, 
the information needs to be effectively organized and analyzed in order to be useful. However, 
from a simple query of biomedical literature for a given topic or domain, it could turn to a sheer 
number of predications. Those predications could cover many domains, like genetics, disease, 
pharmacology, procedure, etc., but in an unorganized way. Another issue is that information is 
of different level of granularity. In fact, many predications are somewhat connected, although 
they are actually not sharing any arguments, simply because their arguments exhibit differences 
in granularity. For the same reason, some predications can be redundant. For example, the 
predication {ACE Inhibitor TREATS Heart failure} is somewhat redundant with {Enalapril 
TREATS Heart failure} since {Enalapril ISA ACE Inhibitor}. Moreover, the aggregation of 
knowledge at a coarser level is sometimes required in order to increase the confidence of a 
given assertion. Previous studies have focused on condensing large graphs of predications 
based on the principles of relevance, connectivity, novelty, and saliency. However, many 
patterns represented in these graphs could not be revealed without enriching these graphs with 
hierarchical information.  

In this study, we start with a graph built from semantic predications, and enrich the graph with 
UMLS hierarchical relations which could actually categorize those concepts into clusters, and 
estimate the information content of the concepts for a better understanding of the level of 
granularity. The enriched graph performs as an underground for information aggregation which 



the graph will be condense and summarized. We believe that this study would benefit for the 
management of large and unorganized graphs and further used to support advanced 
applications relying on such graphs.  

2. Background 

2.1. Unified medical language system (UMLS) 

UMLS is a repository of biomedical vocabularies developed at National Library of Medicine 
(Lindberg 1993, Bodenreider 2004). It has been regarded as a key medical knowledge resource 
in the biomedical domain. UMLS consists of three main knowledge sources: the Metathesaurus, 
the Semantic Network, and the SPECIALIST Lexicon. UMLS Metathesaurus is the largest 
knowledge source of these three, which integrating up to 169 source terminologies into a unified 
terminology system, including SNOMED CT, ICD, RxNorm, Medical Subject Headings (MeSH). 
The Metathesaurus essentially contains definitional knowledge, for example, congestive heart 
failure finding_site_of cardiac ventricle. One kind of definitional knowledge is hierarchical 
relations indicated by Parent (PAR), Children (CHD), Narrower Than (RN), and Broader Than 
(RB), likr, congestive heart failure PAR heart failure. Another knowledge source in the UMLS is 
Semantic Network, which provides high-level categories used to categorize every 
Metathesaurus concept and all possible relations between any two concepts in the biomedical 
domain. Currently, semantic network contains 133 semantic types and 54 relations, which 
constitute 6952 semantic predications, e.g., {Pathologic Function co-occurs_with Mental or 
Behavioral Dysfunction}. Semantic groups (McCray 2001) further categorize these semantic 
types into 15 groups, such as Disorders, Devices, Procedures, Anatomy, etc. One concept can 
belongs to multiple semantic types; however, it can only belong to one semantic group.  

2.2. MEDLINE 

MEDLINE is a bibliographic database that contains journal citations for biomedical literature 
from the world around. Currently, there are over 20 million citations in the MEDLINE database. 
MEDLINE is semi-structured database; the titles and abstracts of biomedical articles in the 
database are free-text.  

MEDLINE has gained many researchers’ interests during the past two decades; a main reason 
is that it contains a vast amount of biomedical knowledge. The research questions under 
activities are including document retrieval, clinical question answering (Sneiderman, 2007), 
knowledge extraction (Mendonca, 2000, Craven, 1999) and knowledge discovery. Along with 
the growth of MEDLINE database, good query strategies and summarization of retrieved 
biomedical literature become a necessary. As well, users are not satisfied with a list of 
documents, instead, they prefer an application could answer their question by using the data 
from MEDLINE. All these needs are motivating many researches and application developments 
on top of MEDLINE.  

2.3. SemRep and SemMedDB 

SemRep (Rindflesch 2003 and 2005) is a knowledge-based natural language processing tool 
that is developed at US National Library of Medicine. The main function of the SemRep is to 



capture the relations between concepts that have been identified by MetaMap (Aronson 2010) 
from narrative sentence, and generate semantic predications.  

The SemRep has been used to extract semantic predications from MEDLINE citations 
(including titles and abstracts). All these predications are stored in a repository called 
SemMedDB. There are, currently, over 57 million semantic predications in the database. 93% of 
predications are associative predications (or, none “ISA” predication). SemMedDB essentially 
contains assertional knowledge meaning most predications are only true in certain context. For 
example, the predication {Enalapril treats congestive heart failure} might be true only for a 
certain population.  

Facilitated by the availability of SemRep that the free-text sentence could be represented as 
semantic predications, Fiszman and his colleagues are working on abstractive summarization. 
They proposed methods to identify the important predications based on the principles of 
relevance, connectivity, novelty, and saliency, which thus is able to condense large group by 
remove relative unimportant piece of knowledge. 

2.4. Information content 

The information content (IC) is a measure of the amount of information a concept contained in 
certain context. It provides a numerical score to estimate the degree of generality/specialty of a 
concept. This quantitative measure improves the understanding of the concepts when they 
come with similar meanings. In fact, the most common use of IC is the computation of semantic 
similarity of pairs of terms. Resnik firstly applied IC to the computation of semantic similarity 
[Resnik, 1995], where he computed the IC by using the propagated frequency of the concept 
according to the taxonomical hierarchy. Sanchez [Sanchez, 2011] proposed a new approach for 
the IC computation, which is using ontology since it has defined and organized the concept in a 
meaningful way. This method has been evaluated on the task of calculating semantic similarity 
and it outperforms others methods so far.  

The IC of a concept was defined by Sanchez et al as:  

𝐼𝐶(𝑎) = −log (

|𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑠(𝑎)|
|𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑠(𝑎)| + 1

𝑚𝑎𝑥_𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑠+1
) 

Where max_leaves represents the number of leaves corresponding to the root node of the 
hierarchy; 𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑠(𝑎) is the number of concepts that are lower than concept a in the hierarchy; 
and 𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑠(𝑎) is a set of subsumers of concept a (including a).  

𝑠𝑢𝑏𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑠(𝑎) = {𝑐 ∊ 𝐶|𝑎 ≤ 𝑐}⋃{𝑎} 



 

Fig 1. An make up graph for the computation of information content 

For example, we calculated the IC of concept 2 (see Fig.1.) by using the formula above, then 

the IC(2) is: 𝐼𝐶(2) = −𝑙𝑜𝑔(max _𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑠+1) �
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normalize the value from [0,1], we set the base of log as the (max_leaves+1).  

3. Methods 

Our method has three processes. First, we build a graph based on the semantic predications 
which are retrieved from SemMedDB. The query expansion can be used to expand the graph 
with more relevant information. The second part of the process is to enrich the graph with 
proper number of edges and nodes, where the edges are actually UMLS upper-level 
hierarchical relations and nodes are those concepts as part of the hierarchical relations. 
Afterwards, concepts of hierarchical relations will be grouped in to a cluster. Third, for the 
aggregation, we will propagate information from the descendant concepts to a same ancestor 
concept in each cluster, as well as establishing new relations between the cluster and the topic 
concepts. Those processes will be given a more detailed explanation in the following 
paragraphs.  

3.1. Build an original graph 

There are two primary approaches to query SemMedDB, document-oriented and concept-
oriented query. Document-oriented query is to first retrieve relevant documents for a given topic, 
and then to retrieve the semantic predications from SemMedDB for those documents. The 
concept-oriented query is to retrieve all semantic predications from SemMedDB if the 
predication contains this concept. The difference between graphs built from these two queries is 
that the former does not have central concept while the later one have pre-defined central 
concept(s). Our method will be generable to both query approaches. But, for the sake of 
simplicity, we build the graph based on concept-oriented query.  

First of all, we take congestive heart failure (CHF) as our topic; CHF is a condition in which the 
heart can no longer pump enough blood to the rest of the body. Query expansion is a process 
that expands the query where we are not only retrieving semantic predications based on one 
concept but also its hyponyms. Hyponyms of a concept are indicated in the UMLS 



Metathesaurus through hierarchical relations. For the sake of simplicity, we skip the query 
expansion and only retrieve associative predications for the concept of CHF from SemMedDB. 
For this initial study, we restricted the predicate to “TREATS” and “PREVENTS”. We also 
remove uninformative predications based on the novelty information provided by SemMedDB. In 
this process, we also obtain the occurrence of each predication in the entire database. After this, 
we build an original graph from those associative predications.  

3.2. Graph enrichment and clustering 

Graph enrichment is a process to enrich the graph with proper connections by adding adequate 
nodes and edges in order to be able to cluster those concepts of the original graph. We will 
explain this process into several sub-processes. 

3.2.1. Adding UMLS hierarchical relations 

Excluding the central concept, there would be no connection between any two concepts in the 
original graph. In order to identify any possible connections between any two concepts, we add 
UMLS upper-level hierarchical relations.  

3.2.2. Pruning 

Prune is a process to remove any new added concepts if they are not sharing any ancestors 
with the concepts from the original graph, since they are less meaningful to the graph if they do 
not help with the clustering of those original concepts. 

3.2.3. Breaking up large clusters 

When the top-level concept of cluster is too general, we will consider breaking them up in order 
to maintain the cluster as meaningful as possible. However, before any real breaking up 
process, we need to measure the IC of concepts in order to determine whether they are general 
enough for breaking up the clusters that are containing them. Currently, there is no threshold of 
IC to separate the concepts into general or special.   

3.2.4. Clustering 

Cluster is the process to cluster concepts that are hierarchical related or of same direct ancestor 
will be put into a same cluster. In the case that one concept can have more than one ancestor, 
thus, we allow one concept have membership to multiple clusters. 

3.3. Information aggregation 

Aggregation is the process that aggregate individual concepts into collections which could 
condense the graph proportional. The information of these concepts in a cluster will propagate 
to the most representative concepts in the graph. Usually we define the most representative 
concepts as the highest level concept in a cluster.  

After propagate the information to a single concept assuming concept A, we then break up all 
the relations between the concepts in the cluster and the concept that all these concepts are 



related to, assuming the concept B. Then, a new relation will be established between the cluster 
and concept B. We can name the cluster with the name of most representative concept B in that 
cluster, so instead of having many relations between the concepts in the cluster with concept A, 
we will only have A and B as well as the information from all the concepts in the cluster.  

After the aggregation, we could actually condense the graph tremendously and the graph would 
be something looks like Fig 2.  

4. Results 

With the query of SemMedDB by the concept of congestive heart failure, we retrieve 924 
concepts and 971 predications among of which 95.78% are “TREATS” predications. We use 
those concepts and predications to build an original graph (see Fig. 3) that every concept only 
connect to congestive heart failure and the strength of the edges represents the occurrence of 
predication in the SemMedDB.  

In order to see more details, we separate the steps of enrichment. First, we retrieved all the 
directional relations between any two concepts in the graph, which is 1060 hierarchical relations 
and affecting on totally 617 concepts in the graph (Fig. 4). Thus, there are still 308 concepts not 
connecting to any other concepts which could be seen as a central circle in Fig. 3. After adding 
hierarchical relations, the concepts that are closely related will automatically form clusters.  

Then, we add one-hop hierarchical relations for all the concepts in the graph (excluding the CHF) 
and also new concepts involved in these hierarchical relations. In this step, we found that 1652 
concepts could be added to the graph. However, after the pruning process, we found that only 
527 of 1652 concepts are remaining in the graph and over 150 concepts became connected 
through those 527 concepts, while 150 concepts were still not connected to any other concepts 
from the original graph (see Fig. 5).  

5. Discussion 

We have demonstrated that the use of UMLS hierarchical relations to enrich graphs from 
SemMedDB. According preliminary results, we have seen that most concepts in the graph could 
be connected to others after the enrichment.  

There are many remaining issues in this work which we try to solve in the near future. For 
example, we could not determine the threshold for the cut-off of IC when determine the breaking 
up of large clusters. We also would like to develop a use cases for demonstrating the 
usefulness of information aggregation for navigation, knowledge extraction, summarization, etc. 

6. Conclusion 

We conclude out work that graph enrichment and aggregation would potentially facilitate the 
management of large and unorganized graphs. They will further benefit some advanced 
applications relying on such graphs, including knowledge extraction, knowledge summarization, 
etc.  
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Appendix 



 
Fig.2. Graphical aggregation architecture according to the predicate types 

 
Fig.3. An original graph 



 
Fig.4. Enriched graph with hierarchical relations among concepts of the original graph 

 
Fig.5. Enriched graph with one-hop hierarchical relations after pruning  
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